
Cycle 5: Wild Woman

- Refining Your Soul’s Mission -

Photo by Melissa Robin

The Wild Woman invites you to integrate all you have learned, including the inspiration

and shadow aspects from the previous cycles. Revisit your structures and the following practices:

Discover your Sacred Why & Divine Clients

Your Medicine Pillars

Identify Your Niche & Sweet Spot

Create a Schedule the Feminine Way

With the wild woman, Connect to the power of story and myth. Take this time to reflect

on your life story, initiations, and transformations. What challenges and experiences have you alchemized? What

past trauma/wound/pain is asking to be faced, embraced, and integrated? What experiences mirror the pain and

challenges facing your potential divine clients?



In this phase, create rituals to express, be in nature, embody your practice, and
integrate. Allow your emotions to be felt and expressed. As the Mystic Wild Woman, we are here to 'listen

deeply and express our truth in our life's work, bodies, art, sexuality, and what we stand for!' In this process, we

release and allow parts of ourselves to die. We give ourselves full permission to become seen in our unapologetic

raw power and stop playing small.

What needs your attention to step forward as an Embodied Feminine Leader? The Wild

Woman invites you to refine your sacred and collective why and shape your soul's mission. Keep showing up for

yourself, filling your cup and expressing your Signature Essence as you offer your presence and gifts in your own

wild and authentic way. Come home to yourself and recognize your innate power.

PRACTICE: Integrate Your Challenges w/ a Gratitude Timeline
Adapted From “Radiance”

With the integration time of Wild Woman, it's time to face the challenges in your life, the

struggles, and the moments you've felt like a victim. Reflect on these difficult moments and consciously choose

to put down the lens of victimhood or resentment, and choose to pick up the Lens of Gratitude instead.

Gratitude Timeline Example by Sofiah Thom
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1. Listen to the Creating a Gratitude Timeline (guided audio) and print out the Timeline of Initiations (PDF).

2. After completing the practice in the guided audio, map out the key moments that have shaped you -

personal initiations and lessons - in the Timeline of Initiations (PDF).

3. After completing the timeline, reflect on each initiation. Drop inside and come into a space of

gratitude. On the same timeline, write down the gifts you have received from these key moments.

4. Share a photo of your timeline in the Sisterhood.

5. To prepare our Equinox Retreat, reflect on one or two initiations that may be part of your signature

story and shero's journey.

Every moment in your life has brought you to where you are and made you the

woman you are—every single moment.

SCHEDULE

To fully express your wild feminine, you need a container and structure to hold her. Within the

structure, you get to be wild and fully liberated. It is essential to block off time to focus on your business, and it is

equally vital to carve out time to nurture all aspects of your creative being and soul. If time and space for your

self-care and authentic expression are not in your schedule, it's less likely you will remember and prioritize it,

which can lead to the Wild Woman going mad and wreaking havoc on your schedule.

Remember this mantra: less is more. Your connection with your soul's essence and purpose is the

foundation and the space you create from. When things feel overwhelming, the invitation is to return home to

yourself, to your essence. Create sacred simplicity in your daily rituals and your work with your divine clients to

leave space and room for mysticism, spontaneity, and magic to flow. Often when you give yourself the space to

let go of the doing and the mind, inspired visions and downloads for your work will flow through.
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PRACTICE: Create a Wild Woman Schedule

For this cycle, create a schedule for yourself that includes all of the following:

❖ 3 potential Divine Client Interviews by the end of this cycle

❖ The Wild Woman Ritual + Creative Arts Practice

❖ Time in nature and for Daily rituals

❖ Unplugged time’ for Wild Woman to Roam Free at least one day a week

Weekly Schedule Example by Sophia Faria

Authentic Expression & Permission

As women we may carry blocks around being seen and heard, which stem from our personal

experiences to long lines of ancestral and collective experiences. In connection to the witch archetype, we may

even carry the cellular memory of being burned or threatened for our wild, wise 'witchy' selves.
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to position yourself as a leader, you need to give yourself permission to become visible

and reprogram any beliefs around not being safe to be seen or heard. Many of us also carry shame and negative

experiences around expressing our voice and not being heard. The medicine of the Wild Woman is to sound for

sound's sake and as a way to move and release energy, emotions, and past traumas held in the body. By giving

yourself permission to sound and release any judgments of your sounds, you can experience deeper freedom

and pleasure.

Being raw and vulnerable creates A connection with your audience, but it’s a
delicate dance. Before sharing about current or past vulnerable experiences as a leader, it is essential to

discern and only share stories that are processed and integrated. Be responsible for your experience and receive

the support you need to work with unprocessed stories, traumas, and intense emotions, such as wild rage, grief,

and shame. Once you are on the other side, you can share deeply about the vulnerable experiences you have

alchemized and transmuted. Ultimately as a leader, the more you give yourself the permission to express

authentically and vulnerably, the more your presence will give others permission to express themselves fully.

The wild woman invites you to stop playing small and to take up space.

Temple Body Initiation June 2021. Photo By Melissa Robin
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Embody Your Practice

Your daily rituals, expression, and embodiment practices are crucial for getting
out of your head and self-limiting beliefs to connect with your soul's essence
and unique gifts. These practices anchor you into your body and the earth and build your confidence

as a guide and leader. It is essential only to teach and facilitate what you embody and practice.

Empty Out

If you are going to be a leader, you need to be conscious of how you are
showing up. Recognize how your energy and state of being affects others. Is your state of being adding or

taking away energy?

As a leader, you are there to show up for your divine clients. To serve your clients, you

need to leave your personal stories and emotions at the door. Empty from all that came before this moment,

including your thoughts, concerns, feelings, to-do lists, etc. Become empty to be fully present for your divine

client and be a vessel for Divine Creative Spirit to flow through.

Space Holding

As an Embodied Feminine Leader, you model and teach through how you show up.
Ultimately, your full presence and capacity to hold space for others are essential for creating a container for
transformation.

Each person holds space in their unique way. Here are some structural elements to create a

container for yourself or others, allowing the magic and mystery to flow through:

❖ Timekeeping

❖ Setting clear boundaries & agreements

❖Opening/Setting the container with intentions

❖Weaving in Prayer/Blessing/Rituals/Invocation/call in allies and ancestors

❖ Embodying the witness for yourself or a divine client

❖Consciously closing the container
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Practice: Refine Your Soul’s Mission Statement

With the Wild Woman, you are here to revisit and refine your Mission. As the primal,

instinctual self, she gets to the essence of what moves and inspires her soul. The Wild Woman clearly states, 'this

is what I stand for, so get out of my way and don't fu*k with me!'

Remember creating and birthing a business from your soul's essence requires
devotion. To show up and recommit, again and again, you must align your work with your Soul's Mission,

your Sacred and Collective Why, serving something beyond yourself. How do you desire to be part of the change

you seek? To birth a new paradigm, what is the impact that you want your work to ripple out and create?

Your soul's mission statement aligned with your personal story - your shero's journey -

builds your credibility as an Embodied Feminine Leader.

Practice: Refine Your Soul’s Mission

Revisit your mission and messaging with the following questions: What do you care

about deeply? What do you stand for? Who do you desire to serve, and how are you helping them?  Be specific

and connect to your sacred and collective why, medicine pillars, niche, and keywords from your magnetic

messaging and signature essence.

“I deeply care about...”

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

“I Stand for...”

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

“I empower, train, mentor...”

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Now Express it & Be Seen. Share your mission with this structure on your platform or inside the FB

group!

My Examples & how Temple Body Arts aligns to a greater mission:

“I deeply care about...”

...empowering women to recognize the
power she holds within her Temple Body to
rewrite old limiting stories, commit to the
evolutionary path and create a life of
beauty, magic and prosperity.

“I Stand for...”

...I stand for all women feeling safe in their
bodies, embodying their feminine power,
valuing their gifts and feeling empowered to
step out as the woman they were born to
be.

“I empower, train, mentor...”

...I mentor feminine leaders to stop playing

small, embody their magnetic feminine

power, and birth their gifts so that they can

create global impact and a prosperous life

for themselves and their community.
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Daily Practices

❖ Continue to consciously connect with the Wild Woman through ritual,
adornment, and expressive arts this month (use the playlist link below for inspiration)

❖ Create your Wild Woman Schedule to honor her as you create space for moving
forward as a whole embodied feminine leader. (see example in the workbook)

❖ Revisit and refine the following practices:
➢ Discover your Sacred Why & Divine Clients
➢ Your Medicine Pillars
➢ Identify Your Niche & Sweet Spot

❖ Print out the Initiation Timeline, listen to the audio and do this practice (adapted
from the RADIANCE Sisterhood).

❖ Continue to practice morning pages using the reflection questions as prompts from
the Wild Woman Archetype Workbook  and any of the other cycles you desire to deepen.

❖ Refine your Soul’s Mission using the model in the Workbook.
❖ Share your refined Soul’s Mission/ What you Stand for inside the FB Group video

prompt.
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